09th September 2002
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Re: Omega Product Discontinuation Announcement
After a significant reduction in demand over the past two to three years, which has resulted in
significant cost increases, it has now become necessary to announce our plans to cease
manufacture of the Omega Range of Modular Switch Mode Power Supplies. The Omega
range has been in production since 1989, to continue manufacturing beyond the planned
dates below would result in further substantial cost increases that we believe our remaining
Omega customers will find unacceptable. Please see below our phase out plan together with
the products affected.
We are offering a last time buy on the Omega product range, any last time buy orders will be
accepted on a non cancelable and non returnable basis, other than this our normal terms and
conditions would apply, with a final delivery date as shown below. Repair facilities for the
Omega range will be available for a minimum of five years from the end of March 2004.
Final Date for Last Time Buy Orders 28th March 2003
Final Delivery Date
31st March 2004
The Omega products below are included in this notice: Omega 200 (MML200)
Omega 400 & 400PFC (MML400)
Omega 400DC input (MML400DC)
Omega 600 (MML600)
Omega 800 (MML800)
Omega 1000 (OMS1000)
Omega 1500 (OMM 1500)
Special assemblies that include any of the above
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During the life of Omega we have launched three new enhanced modular product ranges
aiming to give improved delivery performance, volume lead times of 4 weeks, together with a
more cost effective solution. The ranges are as follows
Vega - Power levels from 450 to 650 Watts
Sirius - Power levels from 250 to 350 Watts
Alpha - Power levels of 400, 600, 1000 and 1500 Watts
These power supply units have been design to offer a migration path from the Omega range of
modular products to next generation product in the majority of cases. Should you require
information regarding technical specifications, dimensions etc please do not hesitate to contact
Lambda UK Sales department, Tel: +44 (0) 1271 856 666, Fax: +44 (0) 1271 864 894 where
we will be happy to assist. Alternatively we will be happy to arrange for one of our Area Sales
Managers to visit and discuss your application needs. If you would prefer our web address is
www.lambda-gb.com where you can find data on all of our products.
We are committed to ensuring as smooth a transition as possible for all Omega customers and
look forward to our continuing business relationship.

